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Occasionally Asked Questions

Why are Mary Sues bad? I'm just writing to have a good time.

First, they're not always bad. Mary Sues are a fun, easy way to start writing stories about our favorite characters. What could be simpler for a story idea than pretending you're hanging out with the cool people on your favorite show or in your favorite movie? The problem is that it's overdone. So many people started out this way, and made the stories public, that the character is a walking, talking, angsting, violet-eyed cliche. She's dull to those of us who've read a lot of fanfic. (And so's he.) If you're writing for your own amusement, and not as a way of learning to write as a profession, then by all means, continue with this same style. However, if you want to improve your abilities, you're eventually going to have to learn proper character development, and not just use a sad upbringing and a fiery temper as a substitute. It's hard, and it takes time. Mary Sues are much easier to do, but as a rule, they show lazy writing. Personally, I don't have time to wade through your story if I already know everything about your Neat New Character and how s/he is going to save the day, so if I see an MS, I'm going to stop reading. That's me. 

I got 74 reviews on fanfiction.net saying my character was great, so she can't be a Mary Sue. Right?

Here's a tip. Take a look at the profiles for the folks who left those reviews. Are they all 13? Are they all writing the same Neat New Character insertion stories? Are there several from the same people, who are always the same people who tell you that you're wonderful? Okay then. Everyone has their own opinion, and your fans are certainly entitled to theirs. You may even be among the writers who can start with a cliched character and make her sparkle despite it. If you are, good for you. It'd be nice if the number of reviews on ff.net actually reflected the quality of the story, it really would. 

I only write canon characters, but some of the ones I'm writing fail. Can canon characters be Mary Sues?

Ah, you've met Canon Sue. The question is, are the traits that you're worried about part of the character's canon backstory, or did you add them yourself? The more MS traits you've added to the existing material, the more likely it is that someone's getting irritated with the way you handle the character. Willow Sue is apparently very common in Buffy fandom, as is Chloe Sue in Smallville fandom. Gargoyles fandom has seen more than its share of Brooklyn Sue and Angela Sue. Watch your character development. If you're worried, try telling the story from the POV of another character for a while. 

But how can it be a Mary Sue? S/he's not me! I'm nothing like him/her.

Not all MS's are author insertion. Not all authors realize when they are inserting themselves. The most infamous (there are fan websites to this MS) fan-created Mary Sue in Star Trek is God Empress of the Universe Marrissa Amber Flores Picard, who was written by a well-meaning and quite nice straight male. A cliched character is still a cliched character, no matter if you think s/he isn't you in Groucho glasses. Sorry. 

My friend wrote a Mary Sue. How can I tell her without hurting her feelings?

Well, you can start by gently prodding her in the direction of this or another MS Litmus test. Quite often, that's enough to wake writers up to the true nature of their characters. If you're her beta reader, use the opportunity to suggest alternate possibilities for the character, like a different age, a heathier background story, maybe even a smaller part in favor of the canon characters. And again, not all Mary Sues are bad, evil and awful, and mean that their authors are terrible folk what ought never be allowed to write again. They're a growth step in the writing process. Some are even kind of fun. Your friend's character may entertain her. If she doesn't want to fix the character, as long as she understands that doesn't make her the "Kooolst Writr Eva," she loses points for lacking originality but you shouldn't lose sleep over it. Just hope she learns a little better for next time. 

Also, please repeat after me: "NOT EVERY ORIGINAL CHARACTER IS AUTOMATICALLY A MARY SUE." Now say it again. Out loud. Come on. Okay. Just because an author introduces a new character, don't immediately assume MS. Original characters are great; they add to the universe in a non-threatening way. They can even be shared if the author is okay with that. OC's are cool. OC's that draw on the author's own experience are also cool. That gives the character another aspect of realism ('cause that's what we want in all of our characters, remember?). It's only when the character takes over the story, making the canon characters act out of character, or when the so-called original character is the same damned character from the last five fanfics we just read with a different wig and colored contacts, that you start pulling out a litmus test. OC's are good. OC's who get in the way of the story are bad. 

That's a lot of points for the first question. Aren't there any exceptions?

Maybe. Stop! Don't immediately assume your story is that exception, because if you had to ask, it's not. But maybe it could be. If your character really and truly is you, with all your awkwardness and shyness, and every good and bad trait you honestly know you possess, with your own neither entirely happy nor terribly tragic childhood, and with your own massive unlikelihood of meeting, much less befriending, the canon characters, then maybe. If your self-insertion character is not in any way idealized, or made more angst-ridden so that canon characters who've already led tough lives can still sympathize, then it's possible the character won't be badly cliched and flamed to a crisp by reviewers. But don't count on it. 

Isn't "Mary Sue" just a label made up by fanfic writers who are jealous that other writers are more popular?

No. If that were true, the same people would also be snarking at fanfiction that did not include the dreaded MS's but was extremely popular. Instead, these are the stories that are (or should be) held up as the best of the fandom. For an example from Gargoyles fandom, let us consider the writer Christine Morgan. She's very prolific (a story almost every other week), very talented (Good plots, solid characterization, sizzling descriptions, and she does research. Oh, and she can actually spell.), and she's had a few novels professionally published. And while she's got characters that gather a few points on the test, she's also bright enough to give them well-rounded personalities and flaws. She doesn't write Mary Sues, and I think she's received exactly one letter saying her stories are bad and she should stop writing. (Now *that* sounds like jealousy to me.) I can also think of some other writers from the fandom (no names for now) who are also prolific and popular, but write extremely cliched Mary Sues. They're the ones who get the letters and the reviews telling them about it. If the people who are writing the feedback are "just jealous," why don't they flame Ms. Morgan as well? 

The expression "Mary Sue" stems from Trek fandom in the early 70's. It has spread into common fan culture since, as a way of describing a character that everyone knows and nobody likes. While jealousy may be a factor in a reviewer pointing out a specific Mary Sue by a specific author, the term is valid. Personally, I wrote this test because I was cranky about reading so many stories in the Gargoyles archives with the same plots revolving around the same original characters that weren't very original. I wanted better fanfic to read, so rather than contact the specific authors, which may have worked but only one ego at a time, I created a quick test for aspiring fanfic writers to filter out some of the worst stories before I read them.  Because it's all about me.

Now what?

Okay, so you've taken the test, and the character in question has failed miserably. You're stuck with a conundrum: should you write this wonderful story you have in your head? How can you do it without your character? I can't answer that for you. There are plenty of wonderful stories out there with characters who fit a high number of these traits, and still manage to be excellent fiction with interesting characters. The authors in question knew what they were doing when handling a character of this type, and pulled it off well. On the other hand, there are a disturbingly large number of stories in the same places with very painful examples of the above in them. Some of them helped inspire the test. In the end, your own common sense must be the judge. 

If you see too many traits in common with your own character, can you change the character accordingly? Does the character have to be, or look, sixteen? Can you tell the exact same story with just the regulars? (You'd be amazed how often a little imagination can make this work, sometimes with even better results. Try it.) Does the character have to save the day? Must he/she be such an integral part of the story? Can you use the character instead as a means of examining the reactions of the regulars (to something other than the character's demise)? Can you give the character a major flaw? (Being unable to sing is not a major flaw. Being a gargoyle who is afraid of heights is a major flaw. Being socially inept can be a major flaw.) 

I have one final piece of advice to impart. When creating a new character, no matter of what species, at his or her most basic level, the character will be human, because the author will be human. The audience will also be human, and will relate to the character on those terms. Yes, your character might have wonderful magical powers, and that is fun to fantasize about having for yourself. At the same time, your character also has fears, and wishes, and dreams, and s/he will make mistakes, sometimes painful ones. Not everything your character does can be perfect and good. Humans don't work that way. We say stupid things sometimes, and get wrapped up in ourselves, and we step on the feelings of other people whether we mean to or not, and we laugh at dumb jokes, and we smell bad when we sweat, and we drool on our pillows. 

If you really want to make an original character, give him or her bad habits, and good ones, and thoughts and opinions you don't share. Have the relationship not necessarily work out, especially right from the start. (But please avoid the "You belong with XXXX, so although I love you, I must leave you that you may be with your destined love" cliche, because wow. Overdone much?) Even Goliath and Elisa didn't admit their feelings until they'd known each other for two years and a really long cruise. First and last of all, be real. The fantasy will make itself.


[quote name='benkenobi5' date='Monday, March 23, 2009 - 04:06 PM' post='216636'] [quote name='Boris the Engineer' date='Monday, March 23, 2009 - 12:28 PM' post='216557'] [quote name='benkenobi5' date='Monday, March 23, 2009 - 11:17 AM' post='216530']
it would be interesting to see nanners die, and Ellen go completely insane because of it.
then it would be interesting if Grace died and Tedd did the same as Ellen
or Sarah... well... Elliot would probably get over that pretty quick.
yea, Nanners or grace...
[/quote]But by the same principle you could off Tedd and have Grace react to it, would she snap or break or get over it or calmly plan revenge?
[/quote]I think she'd break, and mope around for the rest of her life, with a slight chance of going into a homicidal rage, killing everything in sight. depends on the circumstances, I think...[/quote]
How about exercise the family trait for refusing to admit a loved one is dead and gone? She could covertly freeze samples of tissue from Tedd’s remains, then start a series of experiments to create a child using both Tedd’s and her own DNA. She might be able to talk Vladia into helping (Vladia being the only one of her “siblings” that is part Uryuom like Grace) or she might be able to produce an Uryuom egg on her own, in which case it’s nearly a sure thing.

It isn’t necessary to assume that immortals have always been there, just that once they are there they don’t go away. Suppose anyone with one or more immortals as an ancestor has a slight chance of growing up to be one, so as the eons go by the number of immortals slowly increases. If the immortal ancestor was distant and the odds of an immortal child was low, it would make sense that only one sibling would be “permanent”.

Boy, am I feeling slow this evening. Sarah’s new look in [url=”http://www.egscomics.com/sketchbook/?date=2009-03-25”]the current filler[/url] finally adds [i]just[/i] enough of a hint for me to recognize how Dan’s style has changed this time. The [url=”http://www.egscomics.com/?date=2009-03-12”]slight[/url][url=”http://www.egscomics.com/?date=2009-03-17”] changes[/url] in [url=”http://www.egscomics.com/?date=2009-03-19”]Grace and Ellen[/url] and of course the shocking changes in Nanase, along with [url=”http://danshive.deviantart.com”]Dan’s Deviant Art page [/url](especially DES Comics) makes it clear how his style is evolving. If it wasn’t for the way that comic time forced the change in styles to occur at the same time as Nanase’s makeover, I don’t think any of us would have had any trouble recognizing her.

At least I can recognize a very cute minicatTedd without hesitation on the first try.

I agree in principle that Nanase should not hide things from her mother. The problem is, Mama Kitsune has definitely given Nanase the impression that telling her anything she doesn’t want to hear would be disasterous. This might be a bluff on Mama Kitsune’s part, but if so it has convinced Nanase.

To be able to talk to her, Nanase would probably have to give up all her current friends, give up Anime-Style Martial Arts, give up Magic, give up Ellen, and just generally give up being Nanase.

A slightly less painful way to give up her identity would be to commit Seppuku
so that Akiko could become the eldest and cary on the family traditions.


